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Next  meeting  is on Saturday  November 141h from 0830 .The second Saturday meeting for 

the month will be  on November  25th from 0830. 

 President’s Report 
As your new President, I hope you will all bear with me in my new 
role.
It has been a bit of a tumultuous few weeks for me with my eldest 
Son deciding to get married on November 11th, and the sudden 
death of 3 members of another organisation of which I am Vice 
President.

We still have some outstanding items which need to be completed, 
so I think it prudent to tackle those in the New Year. I am off to Glen Innes on 
Sunday 29th for 10 Days on a pre-arranged function.

Saturday Workshops 

While the workshop days do not start until 0900, someone, whoever is designated 
to open up, should try and be there at about 0830.

This Saturday November 4th Doug Cox will be demonstrating a 'bench bull'. As 
usual it promises to be entertaining and informative.

Samaritan's Purse Part 2

The French knitting thimbles(continued)

The Samaritan’s Purse cars were handed over and Ray started working on the 
French knitting thimbles using some of the left over stock from the cars. A potential 
new member Scott, was keen to assist Ray in the re-sawing and routing of a round-
over on the edges of the stock.  As the stock is not symmetrical or round the next 
challenge was working out how to drill the centre holes in the thimble using the 
club’s lathe and then adding the required small nails(see photos). Leo being the 
talented man he is took the remainder of thimbles home, created a jig to bore the 
holes consistently and then added the nails to each. The result around  50  
completed items. Brilliant work Leo !

Next was the production of bamboo bbq skewers to safer needles to be used to 
loop the yarn over each of the nails. Ray seemed to be able to do this quite 
successfully while still watching Phil T show us how to use a router to make a bowl.

Due to timing issues Daniel was able later to hand over the remaining thimbles to 
Samaritan's Purse Manager Joe Armour . He was extremely pleased to receive the 
remaining articles for their shoe boxes  to be packed. (see photos below)
Club Challenge 

Don’t forget, if you are participating in the club challenge, your chosen item MUST 

be finished and presented at the November Saturday November 25th workshop. 

The item will be judged by the Ladies at the Christmas party in early December. 

Daniel Clift

    President 

While every care is taken to ensure accuracy, the editor and publisher will not accept responsibility for any 

inaccuracies in articles or information contained in Fine Cut    Phil Knight Editor
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 Current going's on?? 
Mid Mountains Festival 

On Saturday 18th of November we have another invitation to attend a function at Lawson the Mid-Mountains EXPO 
November 18 at Mid Mountains Neighbourhood Centre, Lawson from 10:00AM to 4:00pm. This will be a static 
display of our work but please come along and push  the ’barrow' for our club. I hope as many members as possible 
can make the day. From the feedback from the event last year, it sounds like a fun day. This is the venue where we 
got the croquet mallets and Bob’s Game from. It also helps to get our name ‘out there’. 

Hazelbrook Association 

Hazelbrook Family Fun day on October 7th was another excellent PR event for the club. We had pocket hole jig 
drilling and using a plug maker for the pocket holes afterwards as some of our activities. One of the best and most 
attended activities was using a bench hook and a Japanese saw to simply cut off small bits of timber. Many of the 
younger generation attempted and persisted despite Phil K having chosen particularly thick and hard timber. After 
discovering the error of our ways, Ray quickly prepared a few samples of narrow, soft pine for the next group. We 
had many enquiries and chats with people with all sorts of interests in woodworking and other things.(Photos next 
issue).

Bunnings BBQ 

The Bunnings BBQ held on October 28th appears to be a success, with only 2 sausages left over, and that was an 
oversight, ‘cause we did not see them at the back of the BBQ, burnt to a crisp!  Our illustrious treasurer Ian says the 
profit from this little effort is $1598.00, a nice tidy sum for us to acquire more essentials for us to use in our work. 

Christmas Party
The Annual Christmas Party will be held at the Guide Hall on SUNDAY December 10th with a 12.00 for 12.30 start. 
(Hope I got the time right!). All members and partners are invited to attend.
Jan Barrett has again, very kindly offered to coordinate the sweets menu, this is so we don’t have any double ups. 
Please let Jan know what you can bring along to the Party.
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